Ambassador Al Otaiba joined his counterparts from Israel and Bahrain to discuss the Abraham Accords during an event hosted by David Rubenstein and The Economic Club of Washington, DC. The officials discussed how normalization between their three nations will create positive change in the Middle East. They also shared insights on ways to counter Iran’s regional aggression.

Watch the full event here.
Hope Mars Mission @HopeMarsMission

The Hope Probe has successfully completed its third and final trajectory correction maneuver today – another major milestone in its journey to #Mars. The maneuver is to ensure that the probe continues directly targeting Mars' capture orbit. #HopeMarsMission #HopeProbe

UAE Mission to the UN @UAEMissiontoUN

We are proud to launch the #UAE-@giwps Report & @UN Action Plan on advancing women's participation in post-conflict reconstruction as the outcome of our year-long #PostConflictWomen panel series to mark #WPSin2020.

Honored to have Secretary @HillaryClinton join us.
The Hill Events @TheHillEvents

UAE Minister of Youth @shamma on getting Arab youth involved in their governments: “By connecting youth directly to leaders at all levels, by including them in every level of platform, we’re creating a currency of hope.” #TheHillArabYouth https://bit.ly/3l1Fa1J

mohamedbinzayed

On the International Day for Tolerance, the UAE pledges to continue building the foundations for a more peaceful and brighter future for all. Together, through the shared values of compassion, dignity and respect, we can overcome many of the challenges facing the world today.
This year, runners from Los Angeles to Abu Dhabi can participate in the [Turkey Trot LA](#), Presented by UAE-USA United, an annual 5K/10K benefiting [The Midnight Mission](#)—an organization providing services to those facing homelessness. “Serving one’s community and helping others are values deeply instilled in UAE culture. We are proud to support The Midnight Mission’s efforts to assist those in need,” says UAE Consul General in LA Hazza Alkaabi.
UNITED FOR A BETTER FUTURE

With shared interests and common values, the UAE and US are close friends and strong allies
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